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A NOTE ON PROPER MAPS

CHUNG-WU HO1

ABSTRACT.     The authot establishes some necessary and sufficient con-

ditions on a Hausdorff space  Y   which force every open proper map into  Y

to be surjective.   Using this result, the author then shows that a local homeo-

morphism from a path connected space into a simply connected space is a

global homeomotphism onto if and only if the map is proper.

A subset A  of a topological space  Y is called compactly closed if its

intersection with each compact subset of Y is closed in   Y.   A Hausdorff

space is called a k-space if each of its compactly closed sets is closed.   A

map of a space  X into a space  Y is called opere if it carries open subsets

of X onto open subsets of Y,  and the map is called proper if the inverse

image of each compact subset of  Y is a compact subset of X.   It is frequent-

ly of interest to know that a given open proper map is surjective.   Recently,

Palais pointed out [2, p. 675] that any open proper map from a nonempty space

into a connected ¿-space must be surjective, for it has been established that

any proper map into a ¿-space is always closed [8].   If the map is also open,

then the image of the map, being a set which is both open and closed in a

connected space, must cover the whole space.   In this note, we shall first

establish some necessary and sufficient conditions on a space   Y which

force every open proper map into   Y to be surjective.   We shall then show

that Palais' observation does not give a best possible criterion for an open

proper map to be surjective.   Using the results developed, we shall finally

show that under mild restrictions, the properness of a map also provides a

necessary and sufficient condition for a local homeomorphism to be a global

homeomorphism.

Theorem 1.   The following conditions on a Hausdorff space  Y are equiv-

alent:
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(a) The only open subsets of Y which are compactly closed in  Y are

the whole space and the empty set.

(b) Every open proper map from a nonempty space X into Y is surjective.

(c) Every injective open proper map from a nonempty space X  into  Y

is a homeomorphism of X onto  Y.

Proof.   To show (a) => (b), consider any open proper map  f:X —> Y  from

some nonempty space X into   Y.   Note that fix)  is a nonempty open subset

of  Y which is compactly closed in   Y,   for if  K is a compact subset of  Y,

fiX) O K = fif~  ÍK)),  which is compact, and hence, closed in   Y.

(b) =» (c) is trivial.

(c) ■-=> (a) follows from the observation that if A  is any nonempty open

subset of  Y  which is compactly closed in   Y,  then the inclusion map  j:A—'

Y must be an injective open proper map.   Hence,  A = Y.

Remark 1.   Any connected ¿-space clearly satisfies condition (a) of the

preceding theorem.   In particular, any connected space which is locally com-

pact or first countable (e.g. metrizable) satisfies our condition (a).   Our re-

sult thus covers Palais' observation.   The following lemma and remark show

that our result is in fact stronger than Palais' observation.

Lemma 1.   Condition (a) of Theorem I is satisfied by any topological

space in which every two points lie in a compact connected subset.

Proof.   Let  X be any such space and A   be any nonempty open subset

of X which is compactly closed in X.   Suppose A  is not the whole space X.

Then, we may find a compact connected subset   K of X which intersects

both A  and X—A.   But then,   KCiA  would be both closed and open in   K,  and

hence, identical with   K.   We get a contradiction.

Remark 2.   By Lemma 1, any pathwise connected space certainly satis-

fies condition (a) of Theorem  1.   However, it is well known that there are

pathwise connected Hausdorff spaces which are not ¿-spaces.   For instance

see [6, p. 240, Problem J(b)].

A map  /: X —> Y is called a local homeomorphism if each point of X

has an open neighbourhood which is carried by  / homeomorphically onto an

open subset of  Y.   In the following, we shall use our results to establish a

necessary and sufficient condition for a local homeomorphism between "nice"

spaces to be a global homeomorphism.   We first need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.   Let X and Y  be two Hausdorff spaces.   Any surjective, prop-

er, local homeomorphism f:X —> Y  is a covering projection if one of the fol-

lowing conditions is satisfied:
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(a) Y  is locally compact.

(b) card(/    (yj)) = catdif    iy2)) for any two points y., y     of Y.

Proof.   We first consider an arbitrary surjective, proper, local homeomor-

phism  /: X —» Y without any further assumption.   Consider any  y £ Y.   Since

/ is a local homeomorphism, the set  f~  (y)  must be discrete.   But / is also

proper, hence,  /~  (y)  must be finite.   Let /"   (y) = |x., x2, ..., x   \,   By

induction on  n,  we may easily find an open neighbourhood  U . of x. such

that the collection  !(/•! is pairwise disjoint.   Replacing each   U . by an open

subset if necessary, we may further assume that / carries each  U. homeomor-

phically onto an open neighbourhood of y.   Note that the set  V = f| "=1 fiU.)

is an open neighbourhood of y,  however, it may not be evenly covered by  /

since the inverse image of  V might contain points which do not belong to the

union of the  l/.'s.   In fact, if no further assumption is imposed on  /,  one may

construct a map  /: X —» Y  which is not a covering projection.

Let us assume that condition (b) is satisfied by  /: X —* Y.   This condi-

tion guarantees that the inverse of the set  V = f}"-.fiU.)  contains no point

outside the union of the   i/.'s.   Hence,   V is a neighbourhood of y  which is

evenly covered by /.   Now, assume condition (a) is satisfied.   We shall use

the following construction given by Gordon [l, p. 758].   Let   K be a compact

neighbourhood of y  and set

V^ifiUA n ... nf(Un))-flf-1iK)-iUl O... uun)].

The inverse image of this set is in the union of the  U .'s.   Hence,   V is even-

ly covered by /.   However, in this case, we need to show that V is open,

i.e., /[/"   (K) - ({/ j U . . .   U U )]  is closed.   But this follows easily from

the facts that  K is compact,  / is proper, and therefore, the set /"   (X) -

(i/j U • • • U U ) is compact.

Lemma 3.   Let X, Y  be two Hausdorff spaces and let  Y  be pathwise

connected.   Any surjective, proper, local homeomorphism f:X —► Y must be

a covering projection.

Proof.   By the preceding lemma, we need only show that card(/~   (y j))

= card(/~   iy2))  fot any two points y j  and y2  of   Y.   Consider any two such

points  y,   and y2.   Let  a; I —» Y be an arc in   Y  from  y¡   to y2.   Observe

that the map f\f~ liail)) :f~ liail)) —> <x(/) is a surjective, proper, local ho-

meomorphism.   Using Lemma 2 and the fact that  ct(/)  is locally compact, we

see that the restriction of / to the set /"   (ct(/))  is a covering projection.

This clearly implies that  card(/~   (yA) = catdif  (y2)).
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Theorem 2.   Let X  be pathwise connected and Y  be simply connected

Hausdorff spaces.   A local homeomorphism f:X —* Y  is a global homeomor-

phism of X onto Y  if and only if the map f is proper.

Proof.   The only if part is clear.   For the if part, we consider a proper,

local homeomorphism  f:X —> Y.   Since any simply connected space is path-

wise connected, Lemma 1 implies that  Y satisfies condition (a) of Theorem

1.   Also observe that any local homeomorphism is an open map.   Hence by

the equivalence of (a) and (c) of Theorem 1, we need only show that / is in-

jective.   But this can be established easily if one uses Lemma 3 and quotes

the uniqueness of the universal covering space of  Y.   However, since the

usual uniqueness theorem of the universal covering space requires the base

space to be locally pathwise connected, we shall give an easy direct proof

of the injectiveness of /.

Consider two points Xj, x2, in X such that fix.) = fixA = y.   Let a be

a path in  X connecting Xj   to  x2.   Then  f°a is a loop in   Y  based at y.

Since   Y is simply connected, we may find a homotopy   F : I x I —► Y such

that each  F    is a loop at y  with  fQ = f°a and  Fj = constant loop at y.

Since a covering projection has the homotopy lifting property, we have a

unique lifting  F    of F  with  F„ = a.   Then  Im(F,) must be a connected set

containing both Xj  and x2.   But Im(Fj ) C/~  (y) and f~  (y) is a discrete

set.   Thus, x,  = x2.

Remark 3.   Our Theorem 2 also immediately implies the following general-

ized version of a classical theorem of Hadamard [3], [4], [5], which was re-

cently rediscovered by Palais [7, pp. 128—129] and Gordon [l], [2].   Note

that our version, stated below, is a somewhat improved version over that

given by Gordon:   ours may be applied to nonorientable manifolds and mani-

folds with or without boundaries.

Corollary.   Let M j  and M2   be connected manifolds of class  C    and

suppose that AL  is simply connected.   Then a C    map f from M.   to M7  is

a diffeomorphism if and only if f is proper and the Jacobian of f never van-

ishes.
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